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In a paper appearing elsewhere, the writer defined the class of weakly starlike

/7-valent functions [3]. This class was defined in terms of functions whose arguments

were "increasing on the boundary", but it was shown that the property given in

Definition 1 below also characterized this class. For our purposes here, it is enough

to use the property in Definition 1.

Definition 1. A function/(z) will be said to be in the class Wp if and only if/(z)

is regular in the unit disc U={z \ \z\ < 1}, has exactly p zeros there at points

zx, z2,...,zp (some may be multiple), and

(1) f(z)=[h(z)rflW(z,Zi),
i = i

where A(z)=z4-A2z24-A3z34- • ■ • is a normalized univalent starlike function in U

and for each i,

(2) Y(z,Zi) = (z-Zi)(l-zrz)/z.

(The asterisk indicates the complex conjugate.)

It should be observed that W(z, 0) = 1. This class properly contains the class of

/»-valent starlike functions considered by earlier writers such as Robertson [4] and

Goodman [2]. This observation was already made by Bender, who introduced

what was essentially this same class of functions and considered some of the

extremal properties [1]. One difference here is in the normalization. The classes

considered in the papers mentioned above were normalized by demanding that the

first nonvanishing coefficient of f(z) be 1. Here, we demand that it be the product

of the negatives of the nonzero zeros of f(z).

Since the normalization is just a matter of multiplying by a constant, it is not

very important. However, to see why we choose the normalization given here,

observe the function

k(z, zx) = ,l+zy Y(z> zi) = °o+axz+ ■ ■ ■ +anzn+ ■ ■ ■

= -Zi4-(l+2zi + |zi|2)z-(24-3zi + zf4-2|zi|2)z2

4- ■ • • +(- l)n + 1[« + (" + l)zx + (n-l)zf+n\zx\2]zn+ ■ ■ ■
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which is in the class Wx. Here, for all nä 1,

kl ^«(l + kii)2.

However, if we normalized by dividing through by — zx so as to have the first

coefficient 1, then the best bound for the coefficient of zn would be

n(l/|zi|+2+|zi|).

This bound has the unfortunate characteristic of tending toward infinity as zx -> 0.

It is the purpose of this paper to discuss some of the extremal properties of

functions in the class Wp. Some of these were obtained first by Goodman [2]. He

was considering a different class of functions, but his results apply in this case also.

Further results were obtained by Bender [1], Here, we merely make some observa-

tions concerning these earlier results for the sake of completeness. The main new

results of this paper concern the lower bounds for Re {zf'jf} for functions of this

class. Since it was shown in [1] that this lower bound must go to zero as \z\ -> 1,

the actual nature of this bound is of some interest.

Definition 2. For any f(z) e W„, let zx, z2,...,zv be the zeros of f(z), let

ri=|z(| for each i, let FM = max {^ | i=l, 2,.. .,p},Rm = min{ri \ rij-0,i=l,.. .,p},

and let r=|z|.

Now, the coefficients of a function h(z) in (1) are dominated by the coefficients of

z/(l—z)2. The coefficients of T(z, z() in (2) are dominated by the coefficients of

T(z, —ri) = (l\z)(z + ri)(l + rtz). This domination is preserved in the product since all

of the coefficients are real and positive. We have the following theorem, essentially

due to Goodman [2]. (See also Bender [1].)

Theorem 1. Letf(z)=a0 + axz+a2z2+ ■ ■ ■ e Wv. Then \an\ is less than or equal to

the coefficient of zn in

(3) FM(z) = ^-Lg. fl (Z + r,)(i + rtz).

This is less than or equal to the coefficient of zn in

(4) Fi(z) = (z + RM)\l + Ruzy/(l - z)2»

which is, in turn, less than the coefficient of zn in

(5) F0(z) = (l+z)2"/(l-z)2".

The first two bounds are sharp, while no better bound can be obtained than the

third which does not involve the moduli of the zeros of f(z).

The function Y(z, z¡) maps \z\ =r onto an ellipse whose foci are at w=(l ±rf)2.

The maximum modulus occurs at one vertex, and, since the origin is on the major

axis and not between the foci, the minimum modulus occurs at the other vertex.

Using the well-known bounds for the modulus of h(z), it is then easy to verify all of

the following bounds, most of which is again due to Goodman [2] (see also Bender

[!])•
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Theorem 2. Letf(z) e Wv. Then for any zeU,

(6)      ̂ pflk-^l-ll-^l = l/(*)l =773^n|z-ZiMl~zfz|'

(7)    (j+hr Ù {r~ril(1 ~r,r) - l/(z)l - (T^ O(r+ri)(1 +r,r)'

,«* |r-Fol"(l-F0/-)" (r + FMni+FMr)p
(8) -(TT7F-= l/(z)l =-(T^F-'

wAere

F0 = Rm        ifOSr < Rm

= r ifRmSrS RM

= RM       ifRM < r < I,

and

(9) |/(z)| S(l+r)2»l(l-r)2».

All except the last are sharp. No better bound than (9) can be obtained which

does not involve the moduli of the zeros of f(z).

Notice that the bounds here are progressively wider. In (6), one has the sharpest

bounds, but at the cost of knowing z and all of the z¡. In (7), all of the moduli of

the Zj are assumed known (and only the modulus of z). For (8), only the moduli of

the largest and smallest of the nonzero z¡ need be assumed. Finally, (9) is inde-

pendent of the Zj entirely. This last result is itself a good justification for the

normalization chosen in Definition 1.

If/(z) = 2 anzn and g(z) = 2 V" where all the cn are real with \an\ Scn, then for

any z, \f'(z)\ Sg'(r). This observation together with Theorem 1 gives the proof of

the following results. The inequality (10) is essentially that given by Bender [1].

Theorem 3. Letf(z) e Wv. Then for any zeU

(10) \f'(z)\ S F'm(r),

(\ n I PM\ < F'M - n (i+PMm+rKr + R^-^l+R^y-1
(ii) \J (z)\ ^ ^áh = p-(i_r)2p+i-'

(12) |/Yz)|^F0(r) = 4/>j}±^.

Inequalities (10) and (11) are sharp and (12) is best possible in the same sense as

Theorems 1 and 2.

Finding bounds for Re {zf'/f} is more difficult. Upper bounds are relatively

easy to find, but the more interesting lower bounds are troublesome. For any

f(z) e Wp we have

f/A£) = n£AY¿)       ^ zY'(z, Zj)
f(z)      P h(z)   + ¿i T(z, Zi) '
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Bounds for the first term are well known. It is the remaining terms which cause the

difficulty.

It is easily verified that

z"¥'(z,zx) Zx-zfz2Zj-zfz2 r,     r      11

(z-Zi)(l-zfz)      1-rfY1    7,\'V(z,zt)

where

■n = (z-zi)¡(riz-z¡lri).

This transformation maps \z\ < 1 onto [-171 < 1. The circle \z\ =r is mapped to the

circle

Cr : 7} = S + F cos <f> + iR sin </>,       0 g </> á 2t7,

where

8 = r,(l - r2)/(l - rfr2),   R = r(l- rf)/(l - r2r2).

Let p = \i)\. Then for any point on Cr

p2 = 82 + R2 + 2R8cos</>,

from which we can deduce

Refo} = 8 + Rcos</> = (p2 + 82-R2)/28.

Now let \z\ =r. Observe that Re {l/r;} = Re {v*l\v\2} = Re {nip2}- We find

Re\Y(z7zj}-(ï=rT)R*V>--v

(ï-if)—U    p

n   r, _ 11 [P2+s2-F2]
(l-/f)L     paJ 23

=      O-^8)      \P>-l-(R>-82) + (R2-8%
2(l-r2)(l-r2)r l j P2     J

The circle \r¡\=p intersects the circle Cr in two conjugate points and therefore p

suffices to determine the value of the above expression. To find the maximum or

minimum of Re {zW/W} it suffices to find the maximum of

V(p2) = [pZ-l-(R2-82) + (R2-82)/p2]

for a fixed R and 8 as p2 varies between the limits (R — S)2 and (R + 8)2.

If r < r¡, then V(p2) is negative and strictly increasing in the range under con-

sideration. The maximum and minimum values occur at p2 = (R + S)2 and (R — 8)2

respectively, giving the results listed in Lemma 1 for r < rt. These are sharp.
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If /•>/■;, then F2 —S2>0 and V(p2) decreases from +co when p2 = 0+ to 0 at

p2 = R2 — 82 and on down to its minimum which occurs at jo2 = (F2 —S2)1'2. It then

increases monotonically, passing through 0 when p2 = 1.

Since (R — 8)2 <R2 — 82, the maximum value of V(p2) is positive, occurring when

p2 = (R — 8)2. This gives the result for M(r, r¡) stated in Lemma 1 below for the

case r > rt. This is sharp.

The minimum of V(p2) occurs at p2 = [R2 - 82]1'2 or at p2 = (R + 8)2, whichever is

smaller. Set

ua = RZ~82       (r~rd (l+rir)3

W)     (R + 8)*     (l-r,r) (r+n)3'

This function is zero when r=rh is positive for rt<r< 1 and equals 1 at r=l. If,

for a given r, u(r)< 1 then the minimum of V(p2) occurs at p2 = [R2 — S2]1'2, while

if u(r) > 1 the minimum occurs at (R + 8)2.

We find

us rá\-rM\+r¿f\ a (l+rf\ ,1
^"(r + roVl-r^ r-(-2rf)r+1J-

If the quadratic term (in square brackets) has no real zeros (or a double zero at

r = 1) then u'(r) is always positive for 0 < r < 1. Hence u(r) < 1 for all r in r{ < r < 1.

If the quadratic term has two distinct zeros, then 1 lies between them and w'(l)<0.

In this case there would have to be a range rt<r<r¡ in which u(r)< 1 and a range

r[<r< 1 in which u(r) > 1.

It is easily seen that the term in square brackets has no real zeros or a double

zero at r=l if r, ^2 —31'2 (r, is restricted to lie in the interval 0^ r¡ < 1). In this case

the minimum of V(p2) occurs at p2 = [R2 — S2]1'2.

Suppose rf<2 —31'2. Then u(r)> 1 in some interval r[<r< 1. Setting u(r) = l, we

find that r[ must be a root of

(l-6rf + rf)
rx(l+rf)

This quadratic expression has only one root less than 1. We therefore have proved

Lemma 1. Let z, e V. Then

(13) m(r, rt) ̂  Re {^ffi = M(r, n),
where

(14) M(r, rt) = -,  ^[T/^  ,       ifO<r<rt;
K   ' K' v (r + r,)(l+r,r)       J     ~

(15) = ,  /'i(1v~,'2)   , ifr, < r < 1;
(r-r()(l-/y)

anrf

(16) ffl(^i} =-(,-oâ-U    croír<*

r*-v _,7! y^+i.-a

(17)
[(l-rfr2)1'2-^2-^2)1'2]2

2(l-r2)(l-r(2)
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ifrx<r< 1 andrj^2-31'2 or rt<r<r¡ and rt<2—3lia;

(18) = -,   r'(\~>'2)   ,       ifr'i < r < landrt< 2-31'2.
v   ' (r+rí)(l+nr)       J     ~

Here, r't is the root of

(19) f2-    ./"     a     f+! =0
(l-6if + rt«)

^(l+rf)

which is between 0 and 1. FAe5e bounds are all sharp. Ifrt<r<l, then for any r¡

(20) m(r, rt) ^ -
[(l-r2r2yi2-(r2-rfyi2]2

2(l-r2)(l-rf)

The last remark in the lemma follows from the fact that V(p2) has its minimum

at p2 = [R2-82]112 even if this is larger than (R+8)2. (Observe that m(r, rt) = M(r, rt)

=0ifrt=0.)

This lemma can be used to put bounds on Re {z/'(z)//(z)} for any/e Wp. Using

the known bounds for starlike univalent functions, we have

»o   HtíM**> s ■"{?$} M&hW*
(The paper of Bender [1] contains part of this result.) However, it is much more

interesting to attempt to find bounds which depend only on Rm and RM, or are

independent of the r¡ entirely.

Theorem 4. Let f(z) e Wv, and let M(r) and m(r) be the supremum and infimum

respectively of Re {zf'(z)¡f(z)} on \z\ =r. Then

(22) M (r) S \ (\-^^       i/0ir<K;

and

(24) m(r) = -pÍTTr) (RÏ-Wm-Rmr)       *» * ' < **'

o« > „(}-ZL\      (1-^m)2/-
1   } =P\l+r)(r + RM)(l+RMr)'

(26) > p(j=£) {r+j$[+ßr)>

ifr'<r<l,allri<2-3ll2,ß=2-3112.
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7n this last formula, r' = max {r[}, where the r[ are the roots of (19) which are

between 0 and 1. Finally,

(27)       m(r)^2    ^—^    +p        (1 _ ^ _ R¡¡)       ,        RM < r < 1.

Inequalities (23), (24), and (25) are sharp. Inequalities (22) and (26) cannot be

improved upon without specifying the rt more closely. Inequality (27) is sharp if all

ri = RM^2-31'2.

Proof. We start with the proof of (22). If 0 á r < Rm, then for each i,

ivihd = -i^)[x+r2+il+r):

For a fixed r, this is an increasing function of rt for r^rt< 1. Its minimum occurs

when rt=r. Thus, M(r, rx)<M(r, r)= — %(l— r2)/(l + r2). Putting this into the

right hand side of (21) gives (22).

In exactly the same way we see that M (r, rt) is an increasing function of rs for a

fixed r and 0 S r¡ < r. Since it becomes infinite as rt -*■ r, our best bound is obtained

when rx = RM. Putting this into (21) gives (23). This result is sharp, being attained

when all zt = RM, n(z)=z/(l—z)2 and z = r.

In looking at the minimum, we see that

1 1

m(r, rt)     (1 öh-HH]
if r < r¡ < 1. It is then easy to see that m(r, r¡) is negative and monotone increasing

as a function of rx in this range. Its minimum is therefore taken on when rt = Rm.

(24) then follows easily. This too is sharp, being achieved when all zt = Rm, z = r

andh = z/(l+z)2.

Next, if rx<ß=2 — 31'2 and r>r[, then m(r, r¡), given by (18) is of the same form

as M(r, rx) given by (14). Therefore m(r, rt) is decreasing as a function of ru while r

is held fixed. This gives

m(r, r¡) ^ m(r, RM) > m(r, ß).

Evaluating these, and putting them into (21) gives (25) and (26). It is easily seen

that (25) is sharp and (26) cannot be improved. Observe that as r{ -> ß, rí~* 1, so

(26) can never actually be obtained.

The final bound is obtained from (17) and (20). A straightforward computation

gives

(1+r2)    (l-r2/-2)1'2^2-/-2)1'2
m(r, rx) -     ^ _ ^ +       ^— ^ _ ^

(1+r2)     \    r2 1 ll1'2

2(1-
-2) , [    r2 1 1     ]]

r2)    l(l-r2)2   (l-rt2)   (l-rf)2\
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This is easily shown to be an increasing function of (1 - rf) and hence a decreasing

function of r¡. The minimum will be attained at the largest possible value of r¡, i.e.

rt = RM. Putting this in, gives (27).

If all Zx = RMZß = 2-3112, then the minimum of Re{zY'/Yfz, R)} is actually

achieved at some point z = rei% where t depends on r and RM. Thus, (27) is sharp,

the minimum occurring for h=z/(l+e~ilz)2. It is interesting to notice that a

different function is required for each r. That is, (27) is not simultaneously sharp

for all r > RM.

From (26) we easily prove

Corollary 1. Let f(z) e Wv and suppose that all of the zeros of f(z) are in the

disc {z | \z\ <2 —31'2}. Then there exists some annulus A = {z \ r'< \z\ < 1} such that

Re{zf'(z)/f(z)}>0

for all z e A.

It is this property that has been used to define p-valent starlike functions in most

earlier works ([2], [4] for example).

Finally, we end by giving a useful estimate for the asymptotic behavior of the

lower bound of Re {zf'(z)/f(z)} near \z\ = 1. This is obtained by making a Taylor's

series expansion of (27).

Corollary 2. Letf(z) e Wp. Set t=l-\z\. Then if \z\ >RM

Re{zf'(z)lf(z)}ïu(t)

where

(28) u(t) = P(l;™\tM)fM) (t+¥2) + o(t2).

Notice that if FM>2 — 31'2, the lead coefficient of this expansion is negative.
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